
Collecting information for WL cheap in-game help.

At a glance in depth

The Barbarian Lumberjack

Lore

"Take 300 hits to fell a tree and you're a baby. Take
200 and you're a soldier. Take 100 and you're a
hero. Take 50 and soon you will be a honorable
lumberjack". Krumta, carpenter of Chat'Karuth

Since the days of the ancients the barbarians have
lived inside huge forests. Their culture has become
accustomed to having trees in vast numbers available
which lead to the simple trunks becoming the main
build item for the barbarians. 

The builders are generally wasteful in their usage of
the tree which leads to huge consumptions. The
lumberjacks have become very swift in cutting trees
to fulfill this ever rising demand. 

Also, a lumberjack is only truly happy out and about,
only home when his body needs rest.

General Section

Purpose: Clears the landscape from trees;

Provides trunks  for the

economy.

Trunks are the Barbarians’  basic building material.    
The lumberjack works outward starting with the tree
closest to his house up to the maximum range of 10.   
 
Only fully grown specimen of all tree species are
being felled.

Range: 10 (see  )

Dependencies:

   ➤ ➤   Constructionsites
Except for houses, trunks are also needed for the
wood hardener’s blackwood production, the charcoal
burner, and for the shafts of most tools produced at
the metalworks.➤   Wood Hardener

➤   Charcoal Burner

➤   Metalworks

Building:

Space required:  a small plot The lumberjack's hut needs only a small plot, and
cannot be upgraded into a more effective building.      

To build one, you will need 3 trunks,
dismantling will yield 2 trunks.
It offers room for one lumberjack only.   

Build cost:

Dismantling
yields:

upgradable to: n/a

Workers:

Crew required:
 lumberjack

The Barbarian lumberjack needs a felling axe.
Without one a new Lumberjack cannot be created.     
The felling axe is a tool, not a weapon and can only
be produced at the metalworks, not at an axefactory
or war mill.     
Lumberjacks are fully trained from the very
beginning and will not gain further experience.     
Tip! Trees are auto seeding. Unless you have
eradicated all trees in a larger area, keep one
lumberjack to deal with the offspring. 

Tool used by
worker:

 felling axe

Worker is
trainable to:

n/a

Production

Performance: 52 -90 s/trunk The Barbarian lumberjack is more effective than tree
fellers of other tribes.     
The production rate depends on the walking distance
to the tree. One lumberjack will fell fewer trees in a
given time, than a ranger can plant.
Tip!  The walking distance has a major effect on the
performance. Move your lumberjacks early!

Astuur
Sticky Note
here was a png of the blue dots range indicator, that got skipped for unknown reasons.

Astuur
Sticky Note
I don't think the lore section should be on the"at a glance" side. There is nothing in lore, that you would urgently need to look up quick when playing a game.

Astuur
Sticky Note
I'd like to bring both here; picture _and_ name, since new players won't recognice the pictures easily.

Astuur
Sticky Note
I fully understand now what you intend with this, and I agree it should be in somewhere.I just wouldn't want to force players seeking quick information, to read through all of this in vain.I must leave this section to someone else - I'm just not lore-experienced enough.You may have to write this yourself in the end, possibly with some style help fomr a native speaker.I'll gladly type this in here, of course.

Astuur
Sticky Note
HJD is right - this is no ideal place for the build cost.But I'd vote for keeping it in here.For one thing you can at least look it up at other building of the same type then, and it just isn't complete without that info.

Astuur
Sticky Note
This is not, of course, how I would want the in-game help to look.It is only an easily maintainable form for myself.As you can see, I am introducing a separation between "at a glance" and "in depth".The left side could be similar to what comes up after pressing the help button.There is a lot that could be autogenerated, I guess and should not need too much maintainance.The section headlines would be headlines in that help window.Idealy I would suggest to have a buttonclose to each of the headlines, that would work like a link to the corresponding headline of the right side - and a "back" button there.But a simple tab labeled "more" would probably also do.If you could come up with a sort of skeleton for this ( like you did yesterday with those block comments I only needed to fill), I could probably get this done soon.Any chance?


